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Creator: MacBeth Family

Description: 27 items

Biographical/Historical Note: South Carolina family.

Scope and Content: The collection mainly consists of Macbeth family letters including letters of Catherine Macbeth, Charles Macbeth, Robert McBeth (Union District sheriff), Lewis and James Yule to Robert McBeth, and letters of James Macbeth of Charleston to Alexander Hay and John Macbeth, brother of Catherine Macbeth.

The letters (1820-1821) from James Macbeth to Alexander Hay and John Macbeth and the letters (1840-1848) from Lewis and James Yule of Nairn, Scotland concern family estate matters. There is also a letter (1822 October 4) from Catherine Macbeth of Charleston about the hurricane of September 27, 1822 and the Denmark Vesey slave insurrection plan, and a letter from Charles Macbeth (1833) about family matters and nullification. There are also other letters concerning the Hay family.

Other items include bonds and receipts (1810-1854), and a record of clothing expenses (1840--1844) for a slave.

Preferred Citation: Macbeth family. Macbeth family papers, 1810-1854. (1066.00) South Carolina Historical Society.
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11/272/1-6  McBeth, Robert fl. 1830
Papers, 1810-1854. 27 items
Union district sheriff. Letters 91820-1854) of Robert McBeth and John McBeth from James McBeth, Charleston, regarding family estate matters (1820-1821), Catherine McBeth, Charleston regarding a violent storm (10/4/1822) and some mention of the slave revolt (1822), Charles McBeth, Charleston regarding family matters and nullification (1833) and Lewis and James Yale, Nairn, England regarding family estate matters (1830-1848). Also letters regarding the Hay family and bonds and receipts (1820-1854). Also clothing expense for a slave (1840-1844).